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Hyaluronic acid and phospholipids are two components that are present in the synovial ﬂuid, and both are
implicated as important facilitators of joint lubrication. In this work we aim to clarify how hyaluronic acid
interacts with a phospholipid bilayer through their molecular interactions at the bilayer surface. To this end we
performed molecular dynamics simulations of one hyaluronic acid molecule at a phospholipid bilayer in aqueous
solution. The simulations were carried out for two aqueous solutions of equal concentrations, containing either
NaCl or CaCl2. We analyzed hydrogen bonds, hydrophobic contacts and cation mediated bridges to clarify how
hyaluoronic acid binds to a phospholipid bilayer. The analysis shows that calcium ions promote longer lasting
bonds between the species as they create calcium ion bridges between the carboxylate group of hyaluronic acid
and the phosphate group of the phospholipid. This type of additional bonding does not signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the
total number of contact created, but rather stabilizes the contact. The presented results can facilitate understanding of the role of hyaluronic acid and phospholipid interactions in terms of lubrication of articular cartilage.

1. Introduction
Hyaluronic acid (HA), Fig. 1, is a physiologically ubiquitous biomacromolecule which has received high interest in recent decades. It is
a linear polysaccharide comprised of alternating units of D-glucuronic
acid and N-acetyl-D-glucosamine. It is in some cases found directly at
the surface of phospholipid membranes [1]. The chains can be very
long, reaching tens of thousands of units or millions of Daltons in
weight. The pKa of the glucuronic acid is about 3 [2] and the pH of the
synovial ﬂuid is typically 7.6–7.8 [3]. Thus, in the joint area HA exists
in anionic hyaluronan form. Their semi-rigidity and aﬃnity for physical
cross-linking gives HA its major physiological properties; for instance,
gel-like networks of HA increase the viscosity in vitreous humor, provide structural rigidity in complexes with aggrecan (alongside collagen)
in cartilage, contribute to lubrication in synovial ﬂuid (SF), and modulate migration in the extracellular matrix [4]. It has also been adopted
for various therapeutic and commercial purposes related to joints and
skin [4].
The lubricative contributions of HA are of particular interest in

biochemistry and biophysics. It's anomalous viscoelastic properties in
bulk have long been known [5]. Notably, it shows a transition from an
elastic gel to a viscous liquid when placed under load. However, it is
still not well understood how HA works in accord with other molecules
to produce exceptionally low friction on the weight bearing surfaces of
joint cartilage.
Early electron microscopy studies revealed multiple stratiﬁed
phospholipid bilayer structures on such surfaces [6]. Further studies
have shown a signiﬁcantly thick (1500 nm) outermost layer comprised
of phospholipids, proteins, proteoglycans, and notably free from the
collagen in deeper layers [7,8]. Such a composition suggests the importance of interplay between phospholipids and biomacromolecules
for mediating mechanical properties within joints, and the biomechanically conspicuous HA molecule is a natural choice for study.
In the larger context, longer chains of HA interact with, at
minimum, lubricin and brush-like aggrecan to facilitate lubrication [9].
A lack of a convincing explanation for its performance, however, has
spurred investigation into these molecules more basic interactions.
Kreutzer et al. have reported HA locates between bilayers of DPMC [10]

Abbreviations: DPPC, dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine; GCU, D-glucuronic acid; HA, hyaluronic acid; Hebonds, hydrogen bonds; NAG, N-acetyl-D-glucosamine; PL,
phospholipid; RDF, radial density function; SF, synovial ﬂuid
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Fig. 1. Hyaluronic acid consists of a linear chain of repeating units of two
carbohydrates, GCU (D-glucuronic acid) and NAG (N-acetyl-D-glucosamine).
The numbers are assigned to the oxygen atoms and used when discussing
Hebond formation between speciﬁc atoms. It predominantly exists in anionic
form at the pH found in the synovial ﬂuid where the hydrogen on O6 is released.
Fig. 3. An example of the simpliﬁed potential extracted from the high-resolution X-ray structure in the PDB (Protein Data Bank) ﬁles. The interaction depends on dmin, dopt, and dmax as shown.

and others have shown HA adsorbs to DPPC vesicles [11], but we also
note a study showing no interactions between high molecular weight
HA and phospholipids [12]. Recently we described the interaction of
phospholipid molecules with chains of HA in conﬁned geometry [13],
however intereactions between HA and phospholipid bilayers need
further attention. In this study we use molecular dynamics simulations
to examine the interaction between one HA molecule with such a
phospholipid surface (Fig. 2).
How molecules adsorb to surfaces has been extensively studied both
experimentally and theoretically (see [14,15,37] for example). It has
been observed that a large aﬃnity between the polymer and the surface
leads to an overall thinner adsorbed layer [16], which is expected to
aﬀect the response to load and shear. Additionally, recent studies on
long chain hyaluronic acid have shown that it does not adhere to
membranes for certain preparations [10]. Perhaps more pertinent are
the ﬁndings from Wieland et al. showing decreasing eﬀect on DPPC
Langmuir layers with increasing HA molecular weight [17]. This is
presumably related to the diﬃculty of shorter chains folding back on
themselves and forming intramolecular as opposed to intermolecular
bonds. Investigation of dynamic eﬀects for such long chain networks
are beyond the scope of all-atom molecular dynamics. Instead, we examine the adsorption of a relatively short chain HA to a phospholipid
bilayer in contact with aqueous solutions containing either sodium or
calcium ions.
HA interacts, e.g. with phospholipids, through its constituent polar
(oxygen and nitrogen) and non-polar (hydrocarbon) parts. The relative
radial distributions of these oxygen molecules are presented to examine
the binding tendencies between the molecules. Hydrogen bonds
(Hebonds), hydrophobic contacts and calcium ion bridges are analyzed
to characterize the adsorption. As the importance of hydration for lubrication has been proposed [18,19], and the radial density distribution
for the oxygen atoms in water has been included. There is also considerable research showing ion speciﬁc (Hoﬀmeister) eﬀects on bilayers
alone [20–23]. In light of these, we are also careful to contrast the results obtained in presence of sodium and calcium ions.

Table 1
The minimum, optimal, and maximum distances between interacting hydrophobic groups utilized to determine the interaction strength.
Atom Types

Type 1 (–CH3)

Type 1 (–CH3)

dmin = 3.50 Å

Type 2 (–CH2–)

dmin = 3.68 Å

dopt = 4.20 Å
dopt = 4.00 Å

dmax = 6.70 Å

dmax = 6.78 Å
Type 2 (–CH2–)

dmin = 3.63 Å

dopt = 4.11 Å
dmax = 6.62 Å

molecule and a dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine, DPPC, bilayer. We
used the AMBER03 potential function as in our previous work [25]. The
HA structure was downloaded from PubChem [26] and modiﬁed to
obtain longer chains by using the YASARA Structure Software. The ﬁnal
molecular mass of HA considered in this study was 3 kDa. The DPPC
bilayer was taken from [27]. This DPPC bilayer contains 72 lipids and it
was then multiplied by 4 to obtain a larger structure which would allow
a large contact area between HA and the bilayer without forcing the HA
to bend. The bilayer was simulated for 5 ns to allow the 4 bilayer parts
to assemble into one continuous structure. After this the HA molecule
was placed next to the bilayer without inﬂuencing the bilayer structure.
Periodic boundary conditions were applied to create an “inﬁnite” bilayer. The TIP3P water model was used [28]. For the isobaric-isothermal ensemble, all atom simulations were performed under the same
conditions: temperature 310 K (physiological), pH = 7.0. The time step
was set to 2 fs. Two situations were studied: i) HA at the bilayer in
contact with an aqueous solution of NaCl, ii) HA at the bilayer in
contact with CaCl2 aqueous solution. The simulation box contained
water, one HA molecule, a DPPC bilayer, 56 cations and the corresponding number of anions to achieve electroneutrality. Simulations
were carried out for 40 ns to collect the data from the equilibrium state
of the system, which was reached after approximately 20 ns. The Berendsen barostat [29] and thermostat with a relaxation time of 1 fs were

2. Methods
All atom molecular dynamics simulations were performed using the
AMBER03 force ﬁeld [24] to evaluate interactions between one HA

Fig. 2. The structure of dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine, DPPC. The numbers are assigned to oxygen atoms
and used when discussing Hebond formation between
speciﬁc atoms.
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Fig. 4. Snapshots of the initial and ﬁnal structure of the HA-DPPC bilayer: a) initial, b) ﬁnal NaCl and c) ﬁnal CaCl2 solutions. HA is represented by the green colored
chain. PL atoms are presented by colors as follows: oxygen-red, carbon-turquoise, hydrogen-white, phosphorus-yellow. (For interpretation of the references to colour
in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article).

Fig. 5. Visualization of HAePL Hbeonds. Hydrogen bonds are marked with
pink dotted lines. PL atoms are presented by sticks, whereas HA as balls. Colors
as follows: oxygen-red, carbon-turquoise, hydrogen-white, phosphorus-yellow.
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article).

Fig. 7. Time evolution of the total number of hydrophobic contacts between the
DPPC bilayer and HA in aqueous CaCl2 and NaCl solutions. Note that one hydrophobic group in HA can have multiple contacts with hydrophobic groups in
DPPC.

used to maintain constant pressure and temperature.
From the molecular dynamics simulations we evaluate the number
of Hebonds formed. These contacts are presented in form of contact
maps showing how often a particular pair forms an Hebond. Moreover,

Fig. 6. Radial distribution function for water oxygen atoms away from HA residues a) GCU (lines for the pairs O1-O2 and O5-O6 overlap) and b) NAG (lines for atoms
O8 and O11 overlap) compared to the oxygen RDF in bulk water.
3
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EHB = 25∙

2.6 − max(DisH − A,2.1)
∙ScaleD − A − H ∙ScaleH − A − X
0.5

(2)

where the ﬁrst scaling factor depends on the angle formed by DonorHydrogen-Acceptor, and the second scaling factor is derived from the
angle formed by Hydrogen-Acceptor-X, where the X stands for the atom
covalently bound to the acceptor.
Both scaling factors change linearly from 0 to 1 as follows

S (α ) =

θ2 − α
θ2 − θ1

(3)

Where α is an angle between θ1 and θ2 . If α < θ1 or α > θ2 scaling
factors take the following values:

in range 0. .θ1 = 100 degrees
⎧0
ScaleH − A − X S (α ) in range θ1 = 100. .θ2 = 165 degrees
⎨
in range θ2 = 165. .180 degrees
⎩1

Fig. 8. Time evolution of the total number of hydrogen bonds between the
DPPC bilayer and HA in aqueous CaCl2 and NaCl solutions.

(4)

if X is a heavy atom, the second scaling factor is
as water plays an important role for interactions in aqueous media we
also present the water distribution near both molecules of interest. The
distribution of calcium and sodium ions from the HA and DPPC molecules are also presented to clarify their role in the interactions.

in range 0. .θ1 = 85 degrees
⎧0
ScaleH − A − X S (α ) in range θ1 = 85. .θ2 = 95 degrees
⎨
in range θ2 = 95. .180 degrees
⎩1

if X is a hydrogen, slightly smaller angles are allowed, and the
scaling factor then is

2.1. Radial distribution function

in range 0. .θ1 = 75 degrees
⎧0
ScaleH − A − X S (α ) in range θ1 = 75. .θ2 = 85 degrees
⎨
in range θ2 = 85. .180 degrees
⎩1

The radial distribution function (or RDF), g(r), is an example of a
pair correlation function, which describes how, on average, the atoms
in a system are radially packed around each other.

g (r ) = n (r )/(ρ 4πr 2Δr )

(5)

(1)

(6)

2.3. Hydrophobic contacts

In which n(r) is the mean number of atoms in a shell of width Δr at
distance r and ρ is the mean atom density. The method is not restricted
to one atom - all atoms in the system can be considered, leading to an
improved determination of the RDF as an average over many atoms.

In aqueous solution, non-polar groups of atoms tend to aggregate,
since this reduces the number of water molecules that must participate
in an ordered (and entropically unfavorable) dynamic cage structure at
the interface. This water-mediated ‘hydrophobic eﬀect’ can be interpreted as an attractive ‘hydrophobic interaction’ between non-polar
groups. The hydrophobic interaction strength between hydrophobic
atoms is calculated as follows. Hydrophobic atoms are identiﬁed and
assigned an atom type from the groups depicted as type 1 for carbon
atoms with three or more bound hydrogen atoms (−CH3) and type 2 for
carbon atoms with two hydrogen (−CH2–) (Fig. 3).
The values of dmin , dopt , and dmax for all types of interacting

2.2. Hydrogen bond identiﬁcation
We utilized the YASARA deﬁnition of a hydrogen bond, where it is
regarded to be formed when the hydrogen bond energy is greater than
6.25 kJ/mol, which is 25% of the optimum value of 25 kJ/mol [30].
The following formula yields the bond energy in kJ/mol as a function of
the Hydrogen-Acceptor distance and two scaling factors:

Fig. 9. Map of number HAePL Hebonds between diﬀerent atom
classes in HA (Fig. 1) shown on the y-axis and DPPC (Fig. 2)
shown on the x-axis in NaCl solution. The distribution in the CaCl2
solution is almost identical to that in the NaCl solution and is not
presented. These are all the Hebond found during the plateau
(between 20 and 40 ns) and does not correspond to the number at
any point of time point or average number.
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Fig. 10. Distribution of distances between the DPPC O3 in: a) NaCl and b) CaCl2 solutions as well as DPPC O4 in: c) NaCl and d) CaCl2 solutions. This oxygen class of
DPPC was chosen since it frequently participates in Hebonds with the classes of atoms in HA shown in the graph. Corresponding HA oxygen atoms have been circled
in the inset.

calculated over the plateau region i.e. between 20 and 40 ns. Fig. 6
shows how all HA oxygens and the nitrogen structure water around
them. We note that atoms O5 and O6 in the GCU moiety and O8 and
O10 in the NAG moiety attract the most water molecules (note that the
RDF shows a radial distribution and averages over each Δr chunk, see
Eq (1)), but HA excludes water in some angles due to Born repulsion
(excluded volume eﬀect). Clearly, the excluded volume eﬀect is important since the oxygen atoms most distant from the sugar ring (2
bonds) also have most water around them (O5, O6, O10 and O11). We
note that O11 also suﬀers shielding from a methyl group, reducing the
RDF around this atom class even though it is far from the main chain.
The O5 and O6 in the carboxylate group has the highest RDF, and the
ﬁrst peak in the RDF is located at the smallest distance. Thus, it is clear
that this group interacts particularly eﬃciently with water.

hydrophobic atoms are provided in Table 1.
The speciﬁc contribution to the hydrophobic interaction for any
pair, hij, depends on the interatomic distance, dij, as follows:

⎧ if d ∈ (d ; d ): h = dij − dmin
min
opt
ij
⎪ ij
dopt − dmin
⎪
if dij = dopt : hij = 1
hij =
⎨
dmax − dij
⎪
⎪ if dij ∈ (dopt ; dmax ): hij = d
max − dopt
⎩
3. Results and discussion
The initial and ﬁnal structure of the studied molecular assemblies
are presented as simulation snapshots in Fig. 4, and Hebonds are illustrated in Fig. 5. In both cases HA was adsorbed at the membrane
surface throughout the simulation. All the distribution results are
5
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Fig. 11. Distribution of Hebond lengths between water and diﬀerent types of HA atoms in: a) NaCl, b) CaCl2 solutions.

Fig. 12. Distribution of Hebond lengths between water and PL atoms in: a) NaCl, b) CaCl2 solutions.

Hebonds formed. Even though the energy of an Hebond is larger than
that of a hydrophobic contact one has to consider that in order to form
HA-DPPC Hebonds one has to break Hebonds with water. Thus, one
cannot draw the conclusion that Hebond formation drives the adsorption. Rather, a view emerges that hydrophobic contacts are of
paramount importance for the adsorption, while the role of Hebond
formation by HA and DPPC is more akin to compensation for Hebonds
lost with water due to adsorption. It is also clear that not all oxygen
atoms in HA form Hebonds with the DPPC bilayer, but such bonds are
preferentially formed by the hydroxyl oxygens HA-O1, HA-O2 and HAO10, with some Hebonds also involving HA-O8 (hydroxyl group), HAO3 (ether group) and HAeN (amide group). Thus, as expected, the
hydroxyl oxygens that can act as donators in the hydrogen bond participate in most direct Hebonds. For DPPC most Hebonds to HA are
formed by DPPC-O3 and DPPC-O4, which belong to the phosphate
group. However, we also observe some Hebonds with DPPC-O6 and

3.1. Direct interactions between HA and DPPC
The number of hydrophobic contacts between HA and DPPC is
shown in Fig. 7, and this quantity does not change systematically after
20 ns of simulation. We note that there is around 30–40% more hydrophobic contacts between HA and the DPPC bilayer in presence
calcium ions as compred to a solution with sodium ions. This is also true
for the number of hydrogen bonds contacts presented in Fig. 8. Thus, it
is clear that calcium ions promote close contact between HA and DPPC
bilayers, consistent with the experimental ﬁnding that the presence of
calcium ions enhances the eﬀect of HA on Langmuir layers of DPPC
[17]. Fig. 9 shows the hydrogen bond map between HA and DPPC, and
almost identical distributions are obtained in solutions containing sodium ions and calcium ions.
Clearly, the number of hydrophobic contacts between the HA molecule and the DPPC layer is signiﬁcantly larger than the number
6
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3.2. Role of water
Since there is a change in position of atom HA-O6 near the DPPC
bilayer surface in presence of calcium ions we decided to look at how
HA and PL atoms bind water depending on the presence of sodium and
calcium ions. Figs. 11 and 12 show that in presence of calcium ions
there is a smaller number (around 30%) of Hebonds formed between
oxygen atoms of HA/DPPC and water as compared to sodium ions.
However, the loss for the GCU moiety was ∼35% as compared to
∼25% for the NAG moiety. This further suggests that calcium ions
promote closer contact between the oxygen atoms in the carboxylate
moiety of GCU and the bilayer, and as a consequence the number of
contacs with water decreases.
The contact between water and the nitrogen atom and the two tail
oxygens (DPPC-O5 and DPPC-O7) in DPPC are, as expected, very limited due to shielding by the non-polar groups, see Fig. 4. Most water is
found close to the oxygen atoms DPPC-O3 and DPPC-O4 in the phosphate group, and the type of ion present in solution does not change the
water distribution in the head group region much.
Fig. 13. Snapshot from the simulation where the HA-Ca2+-PL contact region is
marked with black circles. Calcium bridges are formed only between the
HAO5/O6 atoms in the carboxylate group and the phosphate group of DPPC.

3.3. Role of ions
Considering the data presented in Fig. 10 it seems plausible that
calcium ions create cation bridges between HA-O5/6 and DPPC-O3 and
HA-O4 atoms. Indeed, the snapshot shown in Fig. 13 shows the presence of such ion bridges. Figs. 14 and 15 show that calcium ions accumulate closely only to the above mentioned atoms. It appears that
Ca2+ ions are accumulated close to the phosphate groups and whereby
attracts HA-O5/6 atoms in the carboxylate group. This will contribute
to more energetically favorable interactions between HA and DPPC, and
likely promote stabilization of the HA/DPPC self-assembly structure.

DPPC-O8, located next to the acyl chains. This demonstrates that HA
penetrates the head group region of the DPPC bilayer. Fig. 10 shows
that the presence of calcium ions promote more HAePL contacts (deﬁned as the atoms of HA found at a distance ≤0.4 nm from atom DPPCO3). A plot for DDPC-O4 shows similar tendencies. We note in particular that oxygen type DPPC-O3/O4 is closer to atom HA-O1, HA-O5
and HA-O6 (of the carboxylate group) in the calcium ion containing
solution. This is an indication of formation of calcium ion bridges between the phosphate group of DPPC and the carboxylate group of HA,
as discussed further below. In conclusion, we note that direct Hebonds
are formed between HA and DPPC and that speciﬁc Hebonds between
hydroxyl oxygen atoms of HA and the oxygen atoms in the phosphate
group of DPPC are predominant. The presence of calcium ions brings
the HA closer to the DPPC bilayer promoting formation of more contacts.

4. Conclusion
Our simulations show that a short molecule of HA binds to the
phospholipid bilayer, unmediated by proteins, in salt solutions. These
results cannot necessarily be applied to physiological conditions with
many HA molecules of much greater molecular weight. They do,
however, highlight the importance of ion speciﬁcity in such systems.
Additionally, they may aid in the development of coarse grained

Fig. 14. Distribution of distances between: a) Na+, b) Ca2+ ions and individual oxygen and nitrogen atoms of the HA molecule.
7
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Fig. 15. Distribution of distances between: a) Na+, b) Ca2+ ions and individual oxygen and nitrogen atoms of the DPPC molecules.

The resulting additional electric potential could help explain the dramatic (40–50%) increase in total hydrophobic contacts and Hebonds in
presence of Ca2+ ions, compared to Na + ions, as shown in Figs. 7 and
8, as well as the change in distribution distances reported in Fig. 10.
Many studies, for instance [32,36,37], have also found that Ca2+ ions
cause lipid head groups to orient more normal to the bilayer as compared to Na + ions, which may contribute to the increased accessibility
of the DPPC-N atom, though we did not explicitly investigate this eﬀect.
Another feature was identiﬁed and is shown with a snapshot in
Fig. 13. Calcium ions are able to form bridges between the phosphate
group and the carboxyl group of GCU in a manner analogous to bridging between adjacent DPPC molecules seen in studies of bilayers alone
[35,36]. The result is increased penetration into the bilayer, evidenced
by the proximity of oxygen HA-O6 to the oxygens in the phosphate
group of DPPC (Fig. 10). This is a modality that it seems Na ions cannot
facilitate due to their lower charge. This speciﬁcity was likewise investigated in the hydration characteristics of the various atoms (Figs. 11
and 12).

simulations, for which the computational requirements of large HA
networks are more realistic.
The stability of the self-assembly structure can be seen in Figs. 7 and
8, where the number of contacts and hydrogen bonds becomes relatively constant after about 20 ns. Note that for the relatively short HA
chain (seven subunits) these few contacts are signiﬁcant. In general, the
binding proceeds in the expected manner. The hydroxyl oxygens in HA:
O1, O2, O8, O10, and to a lesser extent the carboxyl and acetyl groups,
readily form Hebonds with the phosphate group of DPPC. This is visualized in Fig. 5.
Fig. 9 shows all Hebonds formed between HA and DPPC throughout
the time period of 20–40 ns of the simulation, revealing some bonds
which may only appear transiently. This can be compared to data
previously presented in [25]. There one can note that when compared
to free PL adsorbed onto a HA network, HA shows a less diverse set of
contacts with the DPPC bilayer. It is interesting that HA-O1 and HA-O2
form the major Hebonds in the network, while HA-O10 predominates
at the bilayer surface. A likely explanation is that electrostatic repulsion
between the carboxylate group and the phosphate group is of greater
importance at the bilayer surface. The presence of calcium ions has a
signiﬁcant eﬀect on the orientation of HA at the bilayer surface. We
note that the oxygen atoms of the carboxylate moiety of HA (O5 and
O6) are coming closer to the charged oxygen atom DPPC-O3/O4 as illustrated in Fig. 10. As a consequence, the orientation changes and HAO1 is further enriched next to DPPC-O3/O4 whereas HA-O2 is partly
displaced (Fig. 10). Thus, even though HA stays close to the bilayer
surface in both solutions, the ion type signiﬁcantly aﬀects the details of
the binding between HA and the bilayer surface.
Gross electrostatic forces also bear some consideration. In solution
HA is negatively charged while the membrane is zwitterionic. Fig. 15
shows that Na and Ca ions are present close to the phosphate group. In
accordance with prior studies [31,32] this leads to an overall increase
in the potential of the surface which may aid the adsorption directly or
by screening the negative side of the lipid head group, making it more
accessible for bonding.
The striking increase in ion uptake close to the phosphate group for
Ca2+ compared to Na + may be partially explained by its substantially
larger binding constant (37–40 M-1 vs 0.15–.25 M-1) [32–34]. The
authors of [35] also show for the similarly zwitterionic DMPC bilayer
that the aqueous state is most energetically favorable for Na+, while
Ca2+ prefers being bound to multiple oxygens in the phosphate region.
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